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The Jenson roman:
its mutations and spread
in ‰fteenth-century Italy1
The aim of this inquiry is to examine the roman type of Nicolas
Jenson (Fig. 1, 8), the most highly-praised roman of the early
Renaissance, and to show its spread among early presses in Italy.
To achieve this task I have applied a method of type-analysis to
the Jenson roman and to other founts that seem to come from
Jenson’s punches. My method, developed over a number of years,
is to analyse letterforms based on photographic enlargements of
printed characters. After choosing the ‰nest printed pages (not
over-inked, so that the outlines of the letters are as clear and
sharp as possible), I reproduce small portions of pages through
a scaled magni‰er with high-quality lenses, placing a compact
camera on top of the lens so that the camera-lens is in contact
with the lens of the loupe. With this method I achieve highquality enlargements at up to twenty times the actual size of the
letters, without distortion. These images form the raw data for
the type-analysis, which follows a comparative approach, achieved
by overlaying enlargements of the same character taken from
diƒerent books, to allow the matching of the printed letterforms.
Overlaying multiple images of letters that look similar is fundamental to the methodology of my research; it clearly highlights
diƒerences and similarities between the letters, as illustrated
throughout this article.2
As an important premise it must be remembered that type is
among the most elusive of all the elements of book manufacturing.
Paper and ink are still there, while types almost invariably disappeared long ago leaving only traces on paper. Despite this, type
analysis has always been the cornerstone of incunable research,
though technology has not been advanced enough to help achieve
signi‰cant results until very recently. Today digital technology,
image manipulation and database access, as well as modern lenses
and cameras, allow the researcher to identify and analyse printed
type in a way that was not possible even a couple of decades ago.3
The subject of this inquiry is Nicolas Jenson, by far the most
important printer in Venice in the 1470s whose fame is second
jphs
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Fig. 1 (opposite). Jenson’s roman
in his Eusebius (Venice, 1470; istc
ie00118000). Courtesy Verona,
Biblioteca Civica (enlarged to
400%). In the ‰gures which follow,
all reproductions of details of pages
are shown at 200% and all enlargements of individual characters at
500%.

1. The research for this paper was
undertaken as part of my doctoral
research at the University of Reading,
Department of Typography &
Graphic Communication.
2. As we shall see, this method
allows the dissemination of Jenson’s
type to other presses (see pp. 136–145
below), and its mutations (see pp. 146–
155), to be identi‰ed, very often for
the ‰rst time.
3. It should be emphasized that the
digital reproductions of early books
made available by various libraries,
notably the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek at Munich, are not, for all their
high quality, good enough to serve
for the sort of optical comparisons
described here. Only enlarged photographs taken directly from the
original printed pages can be used for
this research.
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only to that of Aldus Manutius.4 This acclaim derived partly
from his success as a businessman5 and from his strategies of selfpromotion,6 but was mostly due to the extraordinarily high quality
of his type. Indeed the reason Jenson’s name is still known, even
beyond bibliographical circles, is because of his roman type.
analysis of jenson 115r
Since the time William Morris took it as a model for a book-type
for his Kelmscott Press in 1889,7 the Jenson roman has received
much attention from historians and typographers. As Carter
pointed out, the reason is that Jenson’s roman ‘remains unsurpassed as a type for quartos and small folios. The typographical
medium could hardly hold more of the Italian Renaissance, the
intense admiration for classical precedent in the capitals, the
8
humanists’ love of clarity and grace in the small letters.’
Jenson based his roman type on the humanistic script that was
reaching its ‰nal state of development in Italy at that time. Recent
studies have shown how humanistic hands evolved in the Venice
area during the 1450s and 1460s, following initial progress in
Florence in the early decades of the century (Fig. 2, 3).9 The new
style of letterforms was taken to a higher level by scribes, but
also by illuminators, painters, sculptors and engravers based in
Padua, Venice and Verona.10 They took Imperial Roman inscriptions as models for the capitals, and developed squarish and –
compared with Florentine humanistic scripts – more static minuscules, that blended harmoniously with the new capitals.11
The Jenson roman (called Jenson 115r in bmc)12 has relatively
long ascenders and descenders (for a conspectus see Fig. 8). The
x-height is about thirty-eight percent of its body-size. The bodysize was originally 16.3 points (by modern measure) or 115 mm for
4. Jenson was born in Sommevoire, in northeastern France,
probably in the 1430s. In 1470 he
established his printing oŸce in
Venice which continued until the
autumn of 1480 when he dictated
his will shortly before he died. See
Martin Lowry, Nicholas Jenson and
the rise of Venetian publishing in
Renaissance Europe (Oxford: Blackwell, 1991).
5. As a businessman, Jenson was
unsurpassed by any of his competitors and Lowry points out that ‘he
was able to get closer to the wellsprings of patronage, and turn
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them to better commercial use’
(Lowry (1991, note 3), p. 99).
6. His choice of editors was
always aimed at achieving the
most eƒective publicity, and the
dedications of his books often
included praise of the printer. See
Lowry (1991, note 3), pp. 52–53.
7. Morris was inspired by his
friend Emery Walker; see John
Dreyfus, ‘A reconstruction of the
lecture given by Emery Walker on
15 November 1888’, Matrix 11
(1991), 27–52.
8. Harry Carter, A view of early typography up to about 1600. Reprinted

Fig. 2 (opposite above). A sample
of Bartolomeao Sanvito’s formal
humanistic hand, from his Ragona,
De arti‰ciali memoria (Padua, ca
1459; Courtesy National Art Library, Victoria and Albert Museum),
compared with Fig. 3 (opposite,
below), a specimen of Jenson’s
roman from his Quintilian (1471;
istc iq00026000; courtesy Verona,
Biblioteca Civica).

with an introduction by James
Mosley. London: Hyphen, 2002,
p. 71.
9. See for instance Berthold L.
Ullman, The origin and development of
humanistic script. Roma: Edizioni di
Storia e Letteratura, 1960.
10. Despite the excellent work of
Casamassima, de la Mare and more
recently Zamponi (to list some of the
most renowned paleographers who
have dealt with the matter) we still
know little about the development of
humanistic hands in the second half
of the ‰fteenth century.
11. Stefano Zamponi, ‘La scrittura
umanistica’, Archiv für Diplomatik 50
(2004), 481–482. See also Juliet Spohn
Twomey, ‘Whence Jenson: a search
for the origins of roman type’, Fine
print 15 (1989), 134–141.
12. Catalogue of books printed in
the XVth century now in the British
Museum [later the British Library].
13 Volumes, plus supplements.
London: Printed by Order of the
Trustees; sold at the British Museum
etc., 1908–2007 (referred to hereafter
as ‘bmc’), vol. V, p. 165. Volumes V–
VII, edited by Victor Scholderer and
covering Italy, are referred to below.
See also the Typenrepertorium des
Wiegendruckes (tw.staatsbibliothekberlin.de, hereafter ‘tw’), 1:115r,
1*:111r and 4:110r. tw has distinguished three states of the type,
which correspond to three distinct
founts of type with tiny diƒerences
in the size or character-set.
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Fig. 4. A comparison of the de Spira and Jenson roman types. Top: Spira 110r from Livy (1470; istc il00238000).
Bottom: Jenson 115r from Suetonius (1471; istc is00817000). Both courtesy Milan, Biblioteca Nazionale
Braidense.

13. The type used by Johannes and
Vindelinus de Spira. bmc (note 12),
vol. V, p. 152.
14. Some writers have suggested
that the punches for the de Spira type
may have been cut by Jenson before
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twenty lines of text, but in 1475 it was reduced to 15.7 points (111
mm). The general measurements are almost identical to Spira
110r,13 the only Venetian type that predates Jenson’s and the
earliest roman ever cut (Fig. 4).14
Jenson’s main contribution to roman type was in the design
of the lower-case letters. He de‰ned what became the standard
he worked on his own roman
(Lotte Hellinga suggests this,
following D. B. Updike; see
Hellinga, ‘Nicolas Jenson, Peter

Schoeƒer and the development of
printing types’, Incunabula in transit:
people and trade (Leiden, Boston:
Brill, 2018), 40–88, at pages 73–74).
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1476

1478

de Spira

Valdarfer

proportions of letters (the general widths and relative proportions
of the elements within them), the design of details like serifs and
terminals and, above all, the form of certain letters – notably a,
g and h – that were signi‰cantly diƒerent from Johannes and
Vindelinus de Spira’s type and from the other romans that appeared in the early 1470s. Jenson’s letters became the models for
roman type, to the degree that today we are entirely accustomed
to them so that it is hard to appreciate the signi‰cance of Jenson’s
work. However, we can understand the scale of Jenson’s contribution by comparing his roman with the other types cut in
Venice during the years 1469–1472 (see Fig. 9).
Among lower-case letters the most important innovation is h
with a straight right stem (Fig. 5); in the ‰fteenth century this
letter usually followed the uncial construction (‘round h’). Jenson
was the ‰rst to cut a punch with such a shape, though it had
already been used in manuscripts written by Paduan copyists in
the preceding years.15 Around 1474 Jenson changed his h for a
new one with a lower ascender and a rounder shoulder.

Comitibus

Fig. 5. Enlargements of letter h
taken from editions printed by
Jenson compared with more
traditional shapes of h employed in
other Venetian printing oŸces of
the time.

Fig. 6. Details of Jenson’s designs
for lower-case letters (b with a flat
base, the deep serif of d, e with a
central bar that slightly extends to
the right of the bowl).

Letters b and d are easy to spot on a printed page (Fig. 6): b
has a Šat base and the contrast between the lower-left corner and
the steep curve of the counter gives a noticeable density of black
in that area of the letterform. Letter d has a distinct feature
too – the lower serif extends below the baseline. Letter e has an
oblique bar that slightly extends to the right of the bowl, but this
detail is clear only in some instances of particularly ‰ne printing
of that letter and thus we can presume it was fragile and tended
to break (Fig. 6). Letters f and à are rather wide, and are both
winter 2018

15. Bartolomeo Sanvito, for example,
often wrote h with a straight right
stem in his formal hand, as we can
see in his Tibullus, Elegiae, written in
Padua in the late 1450s (today Venice,
Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, Lat.
XII, 153 (4453)). For a description of
the manuscript see A. C. de la Mare
and Laura Nuvoloni, Bartolomeo
Sanvito: the life and work of a Renaissance scribe (The handwriting of the
Italian humanists II, Paris: Association
Internationale de Bibliophilie, 2009),
pp. 112–113.
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Fig. 7. Details of Jenson’s
lower- and upper-case
letters (unless otherwise
noted, the image derives
from Jenson’s Eusebius
(1470; istc ie00118000)).

Cicero 1471

Jenson

De Aetna

Fig. 7a. The lower right serif of
Jenson’s n is wider on the right;
this feature was copied in
Griffo’s De Aetna roman.

16. Aldus 114r, Venice 1496 (bmc
(note 12) vol. V, p. 551, tw (note 12)
2:114r).
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kerned on the right. Ligatures ƒ and å are also kerned (Fig. 7).
Letter g is apparently unremarkable, but Jenson’s extraordinary
quality of design is clear if we compare his character with the
shapes of g found in other romans cut in the same early period.
Compared with his contemporaries, Jenson was able to bring a
better balance between the upper and the lower counters, so that
the lower elliptical counter is not too much bigger than the upper
circular one, and g better integrates with surrounding letters.
Another letter that is skilfully executed is s, which is narrow and
well balanced. It is based on the capital S and both have the same
slight backward slope.
Looking at the serifs of the lower-case letters, some bottom
serifs of f, p, q, r and à are neither horizontal nor symmetrical
but try to mimic the calligrapher’s movement of the pen – their
shape is somewhere between an exit-stroke and a conventional
serif. The lower-right serif of n is also asymmetrical, being wider
on the outside of the letter, a feature seen in other Venetian
types that came after Jenson’s. We see it, for instance, in the De
Aetna roman cut by Francesco Griƒo for Aldus Manutius in the
mid-1490s (Fig. 7a).16
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Fig. 7b. A string of letters H and N compared with
O at actual size, to show the relative widths of the
characters.

Fig 7c. The serifs on the arms of Jenson’s E and T (above)
resemble those we ‰nd in Bartolomeo Sanvito’s letterforms
(below).

Turning to capitals, the most noticeable letters are M, with
vertical strokes and bilateral upper serifs, and R, with a tail that
looks like an elephant’s tusk. Although Jenson’s capitals can be
described with the same words that Carter used for de Spira’s –
they ‘represent the antique well enough’17 – these letters display
peculiar shapes with origins that are likely to be found in Carolingian revivals of classical letterforms rather than in imperial
inscriptions.18 Other eye-catching letters are H and N, which are
wide compared with O and the other capitals (Fig. 7b), and letter
A, which is somewhat smaller than the others and seems to slope
to the left. The serifs on the arms of E, F, L and T have peculiar
designs. The two upper serifs of T are oblique rather than vertical.
The serif on the upper arm of E is almost vertical while that on
the lower arm is oblique. A similar design of serifs can be seen
in the letterforms of contemporary calligraphers of the Venetian
area, such as Bartolomeo Sanvito (Fig. 2, 7c).19
winter 2018

17. Carter (2002, note 8), p. 71.
Although Carter refers to de Spira,
the same claim can be applied to
Jenson’s roman, as the two sets of
capitals follow a similar model.
18. For example, a letter M that
looks very similar to Jenson’s is
found in the incipit of the Gospel of
St Luke in the famous Carolingian
Metz Gospels, Capitulare Evangeliorum (Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale,
Ms. lat. 9388), as shown by Nicolete
Gray in A history of lettering (London:
Phaidon Press, 1986), p. 73, ‰g. 73.
19. Sanvito is probably the only
calligrapher of the Venetian area who
has been thoughtfully studied. See de
la Mare and Nuvolini (2009, note 15).
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Fig. 7d. Examples of Q combinations in three of Jenson’s editions.

Eusebius 1470

Pliny 1476

Quintillian 1471

Eusebius and Pliny overlaid

Letter Q has a wide, tapered tail and was usually cast together
with the following u as a single sort. Some examples of Q kerned
on the right are found, probably cast to work within a group of
capital letters, but they appear very seldom because lines of capitals are rarely present in Jenson’s editions, except in the colophons (Fig. 7d). The rest of the capitals are normally not kerned,
but I found two exceptions. Besides kerned Qs, I identi‰ed a small

Fig. 8 (above and opposite). Conspectus of Jenson’s roman from his Eusebius (1470; istc ie0011800).
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Spira 110r (1469)

Jenson 115r (1470)

Valldarfer 110r (1470)

Comitibus 114r (1470)

Printer of Sallustius 106r (1470)

Patavinus 106r (1471)

Renner 109ra (1471)

Printer of Ausonius 114r (1471)

Printer of Basilius 116r (1471)

Ambergau 116r (1472)
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Printer of Antoninus 115r (1472)

Cremonsis 97r (1472)

Fig. 9 (opposite and above). A selection of lower-case ‘key letters’ of the types seen in the earliest Venetian
incunabula. Even such a limited survey shows that Jenson’s models for his lower-case became the conventional forms for roman type in the following decades.

Fig. 10a. Enlargements of pages from Jenson’s Cicero (1471; istc ic00508000) with examples of the kerned
T and V marked.

number of kerned Ts and Vs scattered in a few early editions,
notably in the 1471 Cicero (Fig. 10a).20 In the ‰rst quires of this
book we see many instances of letter T and V kerned to the right
and some combinations of Qu that seem to have been made with
a kerned Q (Fig. 10b). Such a concentration of kerned capitals
does not occur elsewhere in Jenson’s work, to my knowledge,21
and suggests that the 1471 Cicero involved certain typefounding
winter 2018

20. Cicero, Epistolae ad familiares.
[Venice]: Nicolaus Jenson, 1471.
istc ic00508000.
21. Due to the scarcity of the extant
copies of some editions and to the
restrictive policies of some libraries
I have only been able to analyse
around eighty-‰ve percent of
Jenson’s editions set in roman type.
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Quintillian 1471

Cicero 1471

Eusebius 1470

Fig. 10b. Details from Jenson’s
Cicero (1471; istc ic00508000)
compared with types appearing in
other Jenson editions.

22. Victor Scholderer labelled the
types 84g, 106g (both from 1474),
93ga (1476), 150g (1477) and 93gb
(1478). See bmc (note 12), vol. V, pp.
165–166.
23. Eusebius, De evangelica praeparatione. Venice: Nicolaus Jenson,
1470. istc ie00118000. See Lowry
(1991, note 3).
24. Carter wrote ‘a good thirty
faces in use in various Italian towns
before 1520 are modelled on his
Jenson’s roman’ without realising
that most of them were actually cast
from Jenson’s matrices (Carter (2002,
note 7), p. 71).
25. bmc (note 12), vol. V, pp. xii,
188. Though Ambergau never mentioned the place of printing in his
colophons, Venice is a reasonable
hypothesis and is generally accepted
(see b mc, vol. V, p. xli).
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tests in which Jenson tried typographical innovations which, for
reasons that are diŸcult to infer, were soon dropped. Perhaps
such kerned letters were too fragile and broke after a few impressions had been pulled.
The Jenson roman was used in all the editions he printed between 1470 and 1473, a total of thirty-two according to istc
(twenty-‰ve with his imprint and eight attributed). After 1473
the roman type no longer suited Jenson’s change in editorial
strategy. He abandoned the classics to turn to legal and religious
editions – which were a more lucrative business at that time – and
printed them in rotunda types. After 1473 the Jenson roman is
found in only twelve of his editions, while the rest of his vast
production was set in his ‰ve rotundas.22 But while Jenson reduced
the use of his roman type, founts that derive from his punches
are found in books from several other printing oŸces in Venice
and northern Italy over the following decades.
the spread of jenson’s roman
The Jenson roman ‰rst appeared in the 1470 Eusebius, which
Lowry suggests was printed in May of that year.23 Within a few
years the type became the object of an intense trade that no
24
historian has previously documented. Several editions dated
1471 and set in Jenson’s roman were printed at the press of Adam
de Ambergau (his type designated Ambergau 113r), a short-lived
press about which very little information is available.25 In the
following year, the type was used in Venice (Cremonensis 113r,
new series · 29
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Fig. 11. Jenson’s roman in use by Bartholomaeus Cremonensis, from his Hieronymus (1473; istc ih00247000).
Courtesy Verona, Biblioteca Civica.

Fig. 12. The Jenson roman in use in Piedmont (Mondovì) by Anotonius Mathiae, from his Antoninus (1462; istc
ia00791000). Courtesy Milan, Biblioteca Trivulziana.

Fig. 11), in Ferrara (Belfortis 116r), in Parma (Portilia 1:110r)
and in Mondovì, a small town in southern Piedmont (Mathiae
110r, Fig. 12);26 Antonius Mathiae of Antwerp moved his press
winter 2018

26. Cremonensis 113r, Venice 1472
(bmc (note 12), vol. V, p. 207, tw
(note 12) 2:113r); Belfortis 116r,
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Fig. 13. The Jenson roman used
by Jacques le Rouge (Rubeus),
from his Herodotus (1474; istc
ih00088000). Courtesy Milan,
Biblioteca Nazionale Braidense.

Ferrara 1472 (bmc, vol. VI, p. 601,
tw 2:116r); Portilia 1:110r, Parma
1472 (bmc, vol. VII, p. 936, this type
is only brieŠy mentioned in bmc, as
no book set in this type was included
in the British Museum collection;
Portilia 110r, named ‘2:110r’ in tw,
is essentially the same type); and
Mathiae 110r, Mondovì 1472 (bmc,
vol. VII, p. 947, tw 1:110r).
27. bmc (note 12), vol. VII, pp.
xlviii–xlix.
28. bmc (note 12), vol. VI, p. x;
see also Angela Nuovo, Il commercio
librario a Ferrara tra XV e XVI secolo:
la bottega di Domenico Sivieri (Firenze:
Olschki, 1998), pp. 35–41.
29. From a notarial document,
Padua, 10 October 1478. See Antonio
Sartori, ‘Documenti padovani sull’arte
della stampa nel secolo X V’, Libri e
stampatori in Padova: miscellanea
di studi storici in onore di Mons. G.
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to Mondovì after Šeeing from plague-ridden Genoa, where he
had previously established a printing oŸce with a local patron.27
The Frenchman Andreas Belfortis (André Belfort) is worth
some discussion. Initially a scribe, between 1471 and the early
1490s he was well-known as a bookseller and printer in Ferrara
where he was responsible for nearly half the surviving incunabula
28
printed in this city. Belfortis had some connections with Jenson
29
who in 1478 loaned him 400 ducats for the dowry of his daughter.
Belfortis printed with Jenson’s roman throughout the 1470s and
about a dozen of his editions have survived. From the early 1480s
he turned to rotunda types. In 1472 the same type also appeared
in the earliest known edition of Avicenna’s Canones medicinae, an
important medical treatise printed without a colophon in Venice
or Padua.30
In 1473 three further presses took up Jensen’s roman, one in
Venice ( Jacobus Rubeus 113r, Fig. 13), one in Parma (Corallus
31
111ra, Fig. 14) and one in Brescia (Ferrandus 116r, Fig. 15).
Thomas Ferrandus was a grammar teacher from Brescia who
Bellini (Padova, Tipogra‰a Antoniana, 1959), pp. 112–228, at pages
162–163 (document 39).
30. Avicenna, Canones medicinae
([Italy (Padua or Venice?)], 23
December 1472; istc ia01427400).
The type, which is not included in
bmc, is named ‘Printer of Avicenna
1472 1:113r’ in tw (note 12).

31. Rubeus 113r, Venice 1473
(bmc (note 12), vol. V, p. 213, tw
(note 12) 1:100r and 1*:113r);
Corallus 111ra, Parma 1473 and
Corallus 111rb after 1476 (bmc,
vol. VII, p. 938, tw 1:112r and
3:111r); Ferrandus 116r, Brescia
1473 (bmc, vol. VII, p. 962, tw
1:116r).
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Fig. 14. Corallus 111rb (Parma,
1476; istc if00235000).

Fig. 15. Ferrandus 116r (Brescia,
1473; istc is00709000).

signed a contract with Belfortis and his partner Statius Gallus,
another French expert in printing, who was appointed to go to
Brescia and teach Ferrandus how to print books.32 Together
they probably established the ‰rst press in that city in 1472,
though most of their editions do not bear a date and their earliest
dated book is from 1473. Besides help, Ferrandus also received
from Ferrara a fount of Jenson’s roman and this makes me suspect that Belfortis owned a set of matrices, because both he and
Ferrandus were printing concurrently with the same type. The
Venetian press that employed the Jenson’s roman in 1473 was
owned by another Frenchman, Jacobus Rubeus ( Jacques le Rouge),
who Lowry records as having worked for Jenson. Rubeus’ press
winter 2018

32. The contract was signed on 17
October 1471 in Ferrara. See Ennio
Sandal, ‘Agli inizi della tipogra‰a
bresciana, 1471–74’ Commentari
dell’Ateneo di Brescia (1988), 82–84.
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Fig. 16. Fabri 114r (Turin, 1476; from Riccobaldus, 1477; istc ir00189000)

Fig. 17. Fivizzano 112r (Venice, 1476; istc
ip00965000).

Fig. 18. Paltasichis 112r (Venice, 1477; istc
il00008000).

33. According to Lowry (1991, note
3, p. 111), Rubeus’ press was a Jenson
satellite, used to publish humanist
titles that served the inŠuential
Venetian families he was connected
with, while his own printing oŸce
turned to religious and legal works.
34. Lowry (1991, note 3), p. 229.
35. Fabri 114r, Turin 1476 (bmc
(note 12), vol. VI, p. 1053, tw (note
12) 2:114r).
36. Lowry (1991, note 3), p. 231;
bmc (note 12), vol. VII, pp. lxv–lxvi.
The book is Cicero, De oŸciis (Turin:
Johannes Fabri Lingonensis, 16 July
1481; istc ic00592000). istc notes
that ‘Part of the edition is said to
be “Impressi Venetiis per consocios
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was probably backed and co-directed by Jenson, as we can see
from the former’s choice of titles and dedications.33 Moreover,
Rubeus is mentioned in the will of Jenson, who left him 100 golden
ducats ‘for the easing of the testator’s conscience’, and a further
200 ducats to his wife Perextina.34
Another printer mentioned in Jenson’s will is Johannes Fabri
( Jean Fabre) from Burgundy, who started printing at Turin in
1474. From 1476 he used the Jenson roman (Fabri 114r, Fig. 16),35
which can be seen in more than ‰fteen of his extant editions. The
connection with Jenson is proved by the latter’s will – in which
Jenson absolved Faber of half of his debt of 110 ducats – and by
the colophon of Faber’s 1481 Cicero, where it is claimed that
Faber was working on commission for the Colonia–Jenson company (see below).36
Before Jenson’s death in the autumn of 1480, books set in his
roman were printed by another six named printers in Venice –
new series · 29
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Fig. 19. Girardengus 115r (Venice, 1479; istc it00077000).

Fig. 20. Herbipolensis 110r (Venice, 1480; istc in00226000).

Fivizzano 112r (1476, Fig. 17); Paltasichis 112r (1477, Fig. 18);
Filippo Pietro 114r (1478); ‘P.F. S.F. B.R. Z.F.’ 112r (1478); Girardengus 115r (1479, Fig. 19) and Herbipolensis 110r (1480, Fig. 20)
– and several other editions are divided between ‰ve anonymous
groups.37 All of these were small or medium-size printing oŸces
which employed the Jenson roman for a few editions, or in some
cases just one, as with the 1480 Grammatica printed by one Theodorus Herbipolensis (Fig. 20), a German printer but about whom
virtually nothing is known.38
Shortly before his death, Jenson formed a partnership with his
largest competitor in Venice, the German Johannes da Colonia,
winter 2018

Nicholai Ianson” on 6 May 1481, but
the style of the colophon is not found
among the genuine work of Jenson’s
company’.
37. Fivizzano 112r, Venice 1476
(bmc (note 12), vol. V, p. 241, tw
(note 12) 2:112r); Paltasichis 112r,
Venice 1477 (bmc, vol. V, p. 250, tw
2:112r); Filippo di Pietro 114r, Venice
1478 (bmc, vol. V, p. 250, tw 3:114r);
‘P.F. S.F. B.R. Z.F.’ 112r, Venice
1478 (bmc, vol. V, p. 266, tw 1:r);
Girardengus 115r, Venice 1479 (bmc,
vol. V, p. 271, tw 1:115r) and Herbipolensis 110r, Venice 1480 (bmc, vol.
V, p. 281, tw Theodor von Würzburg
1:110r). The types gathered under the
anonymous presses are the following:
Printer of Barbatia 109r, Bologna
1474 (bmc, vol. VI, p. 803, tw 1:109r);
Printer of Terence, Venice? 1475
(istc it00070600 suggesting Adam
de Ambergau as printer; not in bmc
or tw); Printer of Datus 112r, Venice
ca 1475 (bmc, vol. V, p. 583, tw
1:113r); Printer of Pomponius Mela
106r, Venice 1477 (bmc, vol. V,
p. 261, tw 1r, Fig. 21); Printer of
Martial 115r, Venice 1480 (bmc, vol.
V, p. 296, tw 1:115r, Fig. 22).
38. Franciscus Niger, Grammatica.
Venice: Theodorus Herbipolensis,
Francus, for Johannes Lucilius
Santritter, 21 March 1480. istc
in00226000.
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Fig. 21. Printer of Pomponius Mela 106r (Venice,
1477; istc im00448000).

Fig. 22. Printer of Martial 115r (Venice, 1480; istc
im00304000).

Fig. 23. Torresanus 111r (Venice, 1483; istc
ic00524000).

Fig. 24. Rizus 111r (Venice, 1484; istc
ic00601000).

39. Victor Scholderer, ‘Printing at
Venice to the end of 1481’, Fifty
essays in XVth and XVIth century
bibliography, edited by D. E. Rhodes,
Amsterdam: Hertzberger, 1966, pp.
82–86.
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who had taken over the de Spira oŸce after 1473, giving birth
to a new and powerful enterprise.39 The Colonia-Jenson company
continued to operate as a publisher for a few years after Jenson’s
death, assigning editions for printing to several presses, mostly
in Venice. One of these presses was that of Andreas Torresanus
of Asola, who later became the father-in-law of Aldus. When the
Colonia-Jenson company ceased printing in 1482, Torresanus
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Fig. 25. Stagninus 110r (Venice, 1486; istc ih00450000).

Fig. 26. T. Ragazonibus 110r (Venice, 1491; istc ij00657000).

made use of their type-stock (perhaps he acquired the workshop)
as he announced in the colophon of the 1483 Panormitanus, apparently his earliest edition printed without partners.40 We ‰nd Jenson’s roman in six of Torresanus’s editions (Torresanus 111r, Fig.
23), all printed in the 1480s: this is not a large number, but we need
to remember that Torresanus’s vast production is made up almost
entirely of religious and legal editions set in rotunda types.41
Before the end of the ‰fteenth century books set in Jenson’s
roman were printed by another eight presses in Venice (Gregoriis
111r, 1483; Rizus 111r, 1484 (Fig. 24); Pasqualibus 110r, 1484;
Foxius 111r, 1485; Stagninus 110r, 1486 (Fig, 25); Balaguer 4:110r,
1488; Choris 110ra, 1488; and T. Ragazonibus 110r, 1490 (Fig. 26)),
winter 2018

40. Panormitanus, Lectura super V
libris decretalium. 5 volumes, Venice:
Andreas Torresanus, 1482–1483. istc
ip00049000. The sentence in the
colophon to volume I is ‘inclytis
famosisq[ue] characteribus optime
quondam[m] in hac parte magistri
Nicolai ienson gallici: q[uo] nihil
p[re]sta[n]tius: nihil melius: nihilue
dignius’ (‘[printed] with the acclaimed
and famous excellent types formerly
the property of master Nicolas
Jenson, a Frenchman: which [types]
nothing surpasses, is better, or more
worthy than’). This text appears to
have omitted a word, suggesting the
interpretation that Torresanus had
acquired more than just the types of
Jenson. The colophons of volumes
II, IV and V have some variation of
‘inclytis instrumentis famosisque
characteribus optime …’ (‘[printed]
with the acclaimed tools [or ‘equipment’] and famous excellent types
…’).
41. Torresanus 111r, Venice 1483
(bmc (note 12), vol. V, p. 304, tw
(note 12) 5:111r). According to the
istc he was the third most proli‰c
printer in ‰fteenth-century Venice,
with more than 140 extant editions
dated between 1479 and 1500.
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Fig. 27. Boninis 111r (Brescia, 1483; istc
im00009000).

Fig. 28. Misintis 110r (Brescia, 1495; istc
is00082000).

Fig. 29. Britannicus 110r (Brescia, 1496; istc
ip00797000).

Fig. 30. Mantegatiis 110rb (Milan, 1495; istc
iv00266000).

Fig. 31. Hectoris 110r (Bologna, 1493; istc
is00825000).
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three in Brescia (Boninis 111r, 1483 (Fig. 27); Misintis 110r, 1495
(Fig. 28); and Britannicus 110r, 1496–1497 (Fig. 29)), two in Milan
(Mantegatiis 110rb, 1495 (Fig. 30); and Caponago 109r, 1499) and
one in Bologna (Hectoris 110r, 1493 (Fig. 31)).42 Some connections can be found with printers in Venice who previously used
Jenson’s type. For example, Boninus Boninis (Brescia, 1483) was
a partner of Paltasichis in Venice in the late 1470s, and Jacobus
Britannicus (Brescia, 1496) was in Venice printing with Jenson’s
type with Gregoriis in the 1480s; when their partnership dissolved, after a few editions, Britannicus probably kept the type and
took it to Brescia where he established the most successful printing oŸce there until well into the sixteenth century.43 However,
all these presses employed the Jenson roman only for a handful of
editions, suggesting that they did not own the matrices, only cast
type. The one exception is Benedictus Hectoris (Benedetto Faelli)
in Bologna.44 He was a bookbinder who became a bookseller and
printer. He worked as a publisher with other local printers, and
in 1493 furnished his own press with Jenson’s type. The type can
be seen in some ‰fteen of his editions printed before 1500, and
may still have been in use in the early sixteenth century. Indeed
the Jenson roman is found in several books printed in the 1500s
and 1510s, in Venice, northern Italy and beyond the Alps, although
its trade in the sixteenth century has not yet been fully documented. One case worth mentioning is that of Johann Schöƒer
of Mainz (the son of Peter Schöƒer) who employed the Jenson
roman in some of his books in the early 1520s, sometimes with
variants in the lower-case.45
In the ‰fteenth century alone, the Jenson roman is found in
books from more than forty printing oŸces in Venice and around
northern Italy. Its spread is particularly intense in the 1470s,
during Jenson’s lifetime, when about twenty presses employed
it. Most of these were medium- or small-size ventures and they
used the type only for a few editions, for a few months or a year
or so. Jenson’s roman was thus probably easy to get hold of and
in this period and was an aƒordable choice for those setting up
printing businesses. It seems clear that Jenson was involved in
the trade, although he may not have been directly responsible for
all transactions (some printers probably acquired his type from
others who had previously acquired it from him). Jenson must
have sold or leased cast type to other printers, and in some cases
made sets of matrices available too, as he probably did with Belfortis and, as we shall see, Pan‰lo Castaldi. Thus, in addition to
his achievements as a designer, Jenson can be credited with initiating
the trade in printing types as early as 1471, at least in Italy.
winter 2018

42. Gregoriis 111r, Venice 1483
(bmc (note 12), vol. V, p. 336, tw
(note 12) 5:111r); Rizus 111r, Venice
1484 (bmc, vol. V, p. 400, tw 1:111r);
Pasqualibus 110r, Venice 1484 (bmc,
vol. V, p. 388, tw 4:110r); Foxius
111r, Venice 1485 (bmc, vol. V, p. 406,
tw 1:111r); Stagninus 110r, Venice
1486 (bmc, vol. V, p. 363, tw 8:110r);
Balaguer 4:110r, Venice 1488; Choris
110ra, Venice 1488 (bmc, vol. V, p.
463, tw 1:110r); T. Ragazonibus 110r,
Venice 1490 (bmc, vol. V, p. 476, tw
5:r); Boninis 111r, Brescia 1483 (bmc,
vol. VII, p. 967, tw 3:112r); Misintis
110r, Brescia 1495 (bmc, vol. VII, p.
987, tw 4:110r); Britannicus 110r,
Brescia 1496–1497 (bmc, vol. V I I, p.
972, tw 16:110r); Mantegatiis 110rb,
Milan 1495 (bmc, vol. V I, p. 784, tw
3:110r; Caponago 109r, Milan 1499
(b m c, vol. V I, p. 791, tw 2:109r);
Hectoris 110r, Bologna 1493 (bmc,
vol. VI, p. 839, tw 1:109/110r).
43. An analysis of the work of
Jacobus and his brother Angelus
Britannicus is found in Ennio Sandal,
Uomini di lettere, uomini di libri. I
Britannico di Palazzolo (1469–1650)
(Florence: Olschki, 2012).
44. Albano Sorbelli, Corpus chartarum Italiae ad rem typographicam
pertinentium ab arte inventa ad ann.
MDL: volume 1, Bologna (edited
by M. G. Tavoni, Roma: Istituto
poligra‰co e Zecca dello Stato, Libreria dello Stato, 2004), pp. 107–108.
45. Schöƒer type 19 according to
Robert Proctor (An index to the early
printed books in the British Museum
from the invention of printing to the
year MD, with notes of those in the
Bodleian Library, 2 volumes, plus
supplements, London: Kegan Paul,
Trench, Trübner, 1898–1910). See,
for example, Peter Eberbach, In
Eduardum Leum quorundam è sodalitate literaria Erphurdien[sis] (Mainz:
Johann Schöƒer, 1520).
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Fig. 32 (right). Examples of letters
that diƒer from Jenson’s original
punches. Top: Hectoris in Bologna
changed letter d, although the
diƒerence from Jenson’s d is very
subtle. Bottom: Antonius Mathiae
in Mondovì changed Jenson’s h for
a round h, a more common shape
of that letter at the time. In both
cases this was the only substitution;
the character-sets were otherwise
the same as Jenson’s.
Fig. 33 (opposite). The roman
type used by the Castaldi-Zarotto
partnership, and by Zarotto alone.
Top: Castaldi 115r from Cicero
(Milan, 1472; istc ic00511000;
courtesy Milan, Biblioteca Nazionale Braidense). Bottom: Zarotus
111ra from Petrarca (Milan, 1473;
istc ip00376000; courtesy Milan,
Biblioteca Trivulziana).

Hectoris 110r

Jenson 115r

Hectoris 110r

Mathiae 110r

Jenson 115r

Mathiae 110r

two mutations of the jenson roman

46. When ‰ve or more characters
are substituted with others from
diƒerent punches I have called that
type a mutation of the existing one.
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All the types discussed so far have a character-set which is substantially the same as Jenson’s, albeit with the occasional substitution or addition of one or two letters (Fig. 32). When the change
in the character-set is substantial, however, I refer to this state
of the type as a ‘mutation’. Each mutation is a type made with
letters derived from the punches of an existing type but with the
replacement of a substantial number of sorts deriving from other
punches.46 A mutation might occur in a fount when the printer
mixes it with another of similar size, or it might occur as part of
the casting process, with the replacement of matrices. This is the
case with the ‰rst of the two mutations of the Jenson roman that
I have found, the so-called Castaldi Roman (Fig. 33); the evidence
for this is that the type was employed for several years at the
new series · 29
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Castaldi 115r, from Cicero (Milan, 1472, attributed to Zarotto; istc ic00511000). Courtesy Milan, Biblioteca Nazionale
Braidense.

Jenson 115r, from Cicero (1471; istc ic00542000). Courtesy Milan, Biblioteca Nazionale Braidense.
Fig. 34. Comparison of Jenson’s and Castaldi’s roman types. Although Castaldi’s type looks diƒerent on the
printed page, the enlargements (Fig. 34a–34d) show that the entire character-set corresponds with Jenson’s save
for a few lower-case letters.
47. Born in Feltre around 1430,
Castaldi became well known in Italy
in the late nineteenth century when
some historians made public a local
tradition that attributed to him the
invention of moveable type. No
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same press, suggesting that it had to be recast periodically from
the same set of matrices.
Pan‰lo Castaldi was a physician based in Venice who decided
47
to enter the new business of printing during its early years. In February 1471 he signed a contract with Antonio Zarotto (Zarotus),
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Castaldi 115r

Castaldi

Spira 110r

Jenson

Jenson

Castaldi

an expert printer in Parma, to establish a printing oŸce in Milan
for one year (Castaldi had already acquired a ‰ve-year privilege
for printing in Milan).48 Zarotto moved to Milan to direct the
press while Castaldi remained in Venice, making only occasional
visits to the press. Castaldi was thus patron to the printing oŸce
and owned the typographical equipment leased to Zarotto, equipment which included a roman type (Castaldi 115r) which Scholderer described as ‘the majuscules in the Jenson style, the lower49
case in the De Spira style’. However, as we shall see, this type
has no connection with the de Spira family and is actually a mutation of Jenson’s roman (Fig. 34–34e). The Castaldi type became
Zarotto’s property after the end of his partnership with Castaldi,50
and was employed at Zarotto’s presses until the mid-1490s.51
The same type also appeared in the Venetian edition of Platina’s
famous medieval cookbook, De honesta voluptate et valetudine,
printed in 1475 with the imprint of Laurentius de Aquila and
52
Sibylinus Umber, who are otherwise unknown to history.
evidence whatsoever has been found
to support this story, although some
documents from the Milan state
archive con‰rm his involvement in
early printing. See Arnaldo Ganda,
I primordi della tipogra‰a Milanese:
Antonio Zarotto da Parma (1471–
1507) (Firenze: Leo S. Olschki,
1984), pp. 10–33.
48. Castaldi was forced to relinquish his privilege in spring 1472.
See Paolo Veneziani, ‘Castaldi’ in
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Dizionario biogra‰co degli Italiani
(volume I– , Roma: Istituto della
Enciclopedia Italiana, 1960– ), vol.
X XI (1978).
49. Castaldi 115r, Milan 1471
(bmc (note 12), vol. VI, p. 698, tw
(note 12), Zarotus 1:115r).
50. According to the covenants,
the type had to be sent back to Castaldi in Venice at the conclusion of
the company’s activities, but for unknown reasons this did not happen.

Castaldi

Jenson

Castaldi

Fig. 34a. Comparison of those of
Castaldi’s letterforms which diƒer
from those of Jenson.

51. Zarotus 111ra (1472–1474) and
Zarotus 111rb (1475–1495); bmc
(note 12), vol. VI, p. 708.
52. Bartholomaeus Platina, De honesta
voluptate et valetudine. Venice: Laurentius de Aquila and Sibylinus Umber,
13 June 1475. istc ip00762000.
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The Castaldi roman does not look fresh even in the earliest
known edition from the Castaldi–Zarotto press, the 1471 Festus.53
It does not seem to be a newly-cast type. The entire characterset corresponds with Jenson’s save for a few lower-case letters:
g, f, h, s and à (Fig. 34a). Small diƒerences in the casting of this
type compared with Jenson’s own casting, together with the substitution of these few letters, make the two types appear rather
diƒerent on the printed page. Among the substitutions, letter g
is the most noticeable, with its wide lower counter and extended,
straight ear. This letterform vaguely resembles de Spira’s g and
this has to be the reason Scholderer associated Castaldi’s type
with de Spira’s. Jenson’s h with its straight right stem has been
replaced by a poorly-designed round h, a more usual shape at the
time, as we have seen. In the earliest editions, the Castaldi type
displays two forms of r, Jenson’s, which occurs less often, and a
new letterform of diƒerent construction, with a steep shoulder
and a Šag-like terminal.54 After a few editions, Jenson’s r dis55
appeared and only the other remained in use. Letters f and à
follow Jenson’s design, though enlarged photographs suggest
that they come from diƒerent punches. Castaldi’s f has a diƒerent,
less rounded terminal (Fig. 34b), while his à is wider and taller
than Jenson’s (Fig. 34c). Ligatures ƒ, å and àt are also diƒerent
from those present in Jenson’s original fount. Another noticeable
replacement is the s; it is wider than Jenson’s and the middle
stroke is less oblique. There is less contrast between the thick
and thin strokes and the ‰nish reveals lesser punchcutting skills
than Jenson’s original letterforms do. This is the case for all the
substitutions in Castaldi’s roman. Letter u is narrower and displays an oblique upper-left serif that, from a design standpoint,
looks discordant with the other letterforms. Finally, a feature
that is worth noting is that letter T is often kerned on the right,
although it does not have any resemblance to Jenson’s kerned
T found in the 1471 Cicero. In Castaldi’s fount the kerning is
very deep and the following lower-case letter often looks too
close to the stem of the T (Fig. 34e).
Some of the changes in the character-set seem to have been
aesthetic choices: Castaldi replaced some lower-case letters probably because he was unhappy with Jenson’s design. This is suggested
because Castaldi’s g, h and s are closer to the other types cut in
Venice in the early 1470s than they are to Jenson’s roman. However, it may be that the choice was not Castaldi’s, and the change
of letterforms was due to the loss of the relevant matrices. The
new shapes may, therefore, have been chosen by the punchcutter
who completed the character-set, perhaps without any input
winter 2018

Fig. 34b (opposite, top line).
Castaldi’s letter f is very diŸcult
to distinguish from Jenson’s with
the naked eye, while the enlargements show that it has a squarer
terminal.
Fig. 34c (opposite, second line).
Castaldi’s à is also diŸcult to
distinguish from Jenson’s, though
it is slightly wider and taller.
Fig. 34d (opposite, lines three to
‰ve). The rest of the character-set
of Castaldi’s mutation derives
from Jenson’s punches.
Fig. 34e (opposite, bottom line).
Although it seems to derive from
Jenson’s punch, Castaldi’s T is
deeply kerned on the right.

53. Sextus Pompeius Festus,
De verborum signi‰catione. Milan:
[Pan‰lo Castaldi with Antonio and
Fortunato Zarotto], 3 August 1471.
istc if00141000.
54. This is noticeable especially in
the 1471 Festus (see note 53).
55. See, for example, Cicero, Epistolae ad familiares. Milan: [Antonio
Zarotto with the types of Pan‰lo
Castaldi, for Julianus de Merlis and
Blaxius de Terzago, before April
1472]. istc ic00511000.
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Fig. 35. The Bevilaqua mutation ( Jenson’s lower-case and the De Aetna capitals) compared with Jenson’s roman
and the De Aetna roman. Top: Bevilaqua 112rb, from Plautus (1499; istc ip00784000; courtesy Verona, Biblioteca
Civica). Centre: Jenson 115r, from Suetonius (1471; istc is00817000). Bottom: Aldus 114r from De Aetna (1496;
istc ib00304000; courtesy Milan, Biblioteca Nazionale Braidense).
new series · 29
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Fig. 36. Bevilaqua’s type compared with Jenson’s lower-case and the De Aetna capitals.
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Fig. 37. Jenson’s capitals (for
example P and S) are occasionally
found along with the De Aetna
capitals in Bevilacqua’s printing.

56. Castaldi replaced letters f and à
with letterforms very like Jenson’s,
indeed so close that they are almost
indistinguishable with the naked eye.
This implies that the punchcutter who
undertook this work could also have
achieved close copies of g, h and s
had he wanted, or been instructed, to.
57. Bevilaqua 112rb, Venice 1499
(bmc (note 12), vol. V, p. 516, tw
(note 12) 23:112r). For information
on the printer see Alfredo Cioni’s
‘Gabi, Simone, detto Bevilacqua’ in
Dizionario biogra‰co degli Italiani
(1960, note 48), vol. LI (1998).
58. The earliest known appearance
of this inŠuential type is in Pietro
Bembo, De Aetna dialogus (Venice:
Aldus Manutius, February 1496; istc
ib00304000). In fact, many of the De
Aetna capitals had already been used
in the previous year in the Greek
type of Lascaris, Erotemata (Venice:
Aldus Manutius, 28 February 1495/8
March 1495; istc il00068000).
59. Francesco Colonna, Hypnerotomachia Poliphili (Venice: Aldus Manutius for Leonardus Crassus, December
1499; istc ic00767000). The type
is Aldus 115r, that is a mutation of
114r, the De Aetna roman. See bmc
(note 12), vol. V, p. 551.
60. However, because these editions
were printed close to the turn of the
century, sourcing the data becomes
tricky. I have checked several editions
printed by Bevilaqua before 1514,
when he ceased activity, and have
found no trace of this type. But further research is needed to ascertain
whether this type was used again by
Bevilaqua or others in the sixteenth
century.
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from Castaldi. Whatever happened, the change of these characters
suggests that Jenson’s peers did not necessarily agree with his
design choices, emphasising Jenson’s originality in adopting some
uncommon letterforms from humanistic handwriting.56
The second mutation of Jenson I have found is included in the
type-stock of Simon Gavi of Pavia, alias Bevilaqua, a nickname
meaning ‘drink water’ which may suggest he was fond of wine.
Bevilaqua was a proli‰c itinerant printer who settled in Venice
in the 1490s, and Jenson’s mutation (Bevilaqua 112rb, Fig. 35)
appears in six of his editions (four with his imprint and two attrib57
uted) printed in 1499. Bevilaqua 112rb displays the lower-case
of the Jenson roman with the upper-case of Aldus’s De Aetna
roman, the renowned type cut by Francesco Griƒo in 1495–1496
(Fig. 7a, 35, 36).58 Bevilaqua probably had access to some cast
type of the De Aetna roman, and it is worth noting that around
the same time Aldus replaced the De Aetna capitals with a new set,
slightly smaller and closer to Roman imperial inscriptions in
proportion and detail. They became famous in the Hypnerotomachia Poliphili, one of the most important printed books of the
59
Renaissance. I believe Bevilaqua did not own the matrices of
his 112rb type, and the mutation occurred in the fount, that is
to say Bevilaqua mixed two founts into one. This makes sense
‰rstly because, occasionally, a Jenson capital is found along with
the De Aetna capitals, as if Bevilaqua had run out of De Aetna sorts
and had to use Jenson’s original type because he was unable to
cast new sorts (Fig. 37). The second reason is that Bevilaqua
employed this type only for a few months (his four dated books
were printed between September and December 1499) which
60
implies only a single casting.
However, Bevilaqua 112rb is a peculiar mutation, of a kind
that we ‰nd in other editions: the entire set of upper-case is replaced with one of similar size coming from another fount. It seems
that in the ‰fteenth century capitals were sometimes considered
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as an independent group, distinct from the lower-case letters,
although I do not think we can talk about ‘the inessential role of
capitals’ for roman type, as Carter did for German textura or
61
fraktur types, where one lower-case set was often mixed with
diƒerent sets of capitals. A distinction between founts of uppercase and lower-case is also suggested by the Diario of the press
at San Jacopo di Ripoli in Florence (1477–1484), where we ‰nd
records of the purchase of ‘the matrices of a roman type with
caps and abbreviations’ and ‘30 matrices of rotunda lower-case
and 19 matrices of upper-case’.62 Thus ‰fteenth century punchcutters may sometimes have considered upper- and lower-case
as two diƒerent sets, not necessarily working exclusively together.
Supposing that Bevilaqua 112rb was a mutation based on aesthetic rather than contingent reasons, much like Castaldi’s type,
we can see here traces of the fashions of the time. Capitals were
expected to evoke the letterforms in Roman imperial inscriptions
more closely than Jenson’s upper-case did, rather as Sanvito and
the ‰nest scribes of the time were doing in their manuscripts.
conclusion
My method for analysing printed letterforms allows close observation of the design of Jenson’s roman, revealing its superior
quality in relation to the other types cut in those early years in
Venice. In his lowercase letters, Jenson was able to achieve a
surprising design quality, both in the choice of letterforms and
in their execution, to the extent that they became the basis of
roman type for the following centuries: despite changes in design
parameters (such as proportions, the contrast between thick and
thin stokes, the angle of stress and the treatment of details) the
basic structure, the skeleton, is still Jenson’s. All roman lowercase characters to this day have been designed on the framework
established by Jenson. This is remarkable for what was, afterall,
only the second true roman type produced, more than ‰ve centuries ago.
This type-analysis has also allowed me to map the spread of
Jenson’s roman, not just in Venice but around Italy, including
dissemination to other printing oŸces that has not previously
been documented. Moreover, this analysis has supported an investigation of mutations of Jenson’s roman, types made with letters
derived from Jenson’s punches but with substantial changes in
the character-set. When a mutation was not driven by economic
or contingent reasons it can give precious information about the
taste in letter-forms of the time. My analysis of the Castaldi
winter 2018

61. Carter (2002, note 8), pp. 28–29.
62. The ‘Diario’ of the printing
oŸce of San Jacopo di Ripoli (Florence
national library, Magl. X 143), 7r
and 72r. See Melissa Conway, editor,
The Diario of the printing press of San
Jacopo di Ripoli, 1476–1484: commentary and transcription (Firenze:
Olschki, 1999). My translation.
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mutation, which had signi‰cant success in Milan, seems to give
further credit to Jenson as a designer, indicating that some of the
letterforms he chose, forms that would later become standard in
roman types, were considered odd by some of his contemporaries.
Finally, I believe my method for analysing printed types has
proved its validity in its application to Jenson’s roman. Blending
together bibliographical research and type-analysis, I have been
able to answer some of the many questions raised in the British
Museum’s catalogue of incunabula, the de facto authority for ‰fteenth-century Venetian printing,63 where we ‰nd hundreds of remarks about similarities between founts used by diƒerent presses
that have not been further investigated. Now, through close and
precise analysis of printed letterforms, and their comparison
across editions produced by many printers, we can discard Konrad
Haebler’s assertion that ‘similarity [between types] is something
diƒerently felt by each observer, and cannot therefore be of
universal value as a standard of measure’.64

63. bmc (note 12). See Paul
Needham, ‘Venetian printers and
publishers in the ‰fteenth century’,
La biblio‰lia 100 (1998), 163.
64. Konrad Haebler, The study of
incunabula, translated by Eugenia
Osborne. New York: Grolier Club,
1933, p. 107.
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